Turner's drawings; among them sketch books of every size Flooded and shape, while paintings, brought up from below, were Turners stacked against the walls. Aitken had been up all night, wading in water which was knee high, rescuing canvases and precious drawings, and was now exhausted. With Manson and Ede, all looking white and worn, he was still hard at work, salvaging and' arranging things along the floor, Sir Robert and Lady Witt, Sir Augustus Daniel and Arthur Hind were busy helping, and I quickly joined them with as many members of the family as were at home, separating the leaves of sketch books, drying each between sheets of blotting paper, drying watercolours likewise. It was surprising that the colour of these last didn't run, remained firm, Messengers were sent out to procure more blotting-paper; this being Sunday the shops were shut. All through the day every one toiled, until the last sodden drawing was dried. Finally, when the drawings were counted, not one was missing! Later the drawings were sent to the Print Rooms of the British and Victoria and Albert Museums to be cleaned and pressed. Only a few were found to be affected by their drenching. Among the oil paintings submerged, a Turner was seriously damaged; and oddly enough, a small canvas of mine of a Normandy Farm, recently acquired through the Duveen Fund and lent to the Tate.
Aitken was severely censured from more than one quarter. Though he had drawn attention to danger from an unusually high tide, he had been assured officially that there was no risk to the Tate. Afterwards precautions were taken against a repetition of this disaster; but it took Aitken long to recover from the distress and strain he went through,
I regularly attended the Trustees' meetings at Millbank,
but disliked having to oppose the purchase of works by con
temporaries when I did not think them good enough or not
the best examples. Moreover, the prices asked, and some
times given, for foreign works, rather shocked rne. Having
known the small prices at which Manets, Cezannes and
Renoirs could be acquired during the nineties, I have never
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